
 

 
 

SESSION 1: Government’s Role and Responsibility  

 Tim Oates CBE (Cambridge Assessment) shattered Finland’s progressive narrative; inspectors in every 

classroom, national testing of every grade, state approved text books led to their PISA rise –page 6 

 Government is discussing a new bill which, if passed, will force the Secretary of State for Education to take 

over failing Church Schools, warns Laura McInerney (Schools Week) –page 8 

 Professor Bill Lucas (Real World Learning) calls for an independent education body so schools are no longer 

vulnerable to the short-term whims of party politics –page 11 

 

 

SESSION 2: Stakeholder Roles and Perspectives 

 Representing school leaders, Chris McShane hopes the profession will safeguard a balanced curriculum in 

spite of the new EBacc targets –page 25 

 To change policy we need to know what ministers want, what the media says, have a clear narrative and 

not say it’ll take longer than one term, counsels Brian Lamb OBE (Achievement for All) –page 29 

 Neil Carberry (Confederation of British Industry) wants more businesses engaging with state education and 

supports an end to any guilt free whinge about the system –page 30 

 We have an underperforming school system because we lack systems of knowledge mobilisation, argues 

Professor Andrew Pollard (University College London) –page 35 

 

 

SESSION 3: Controls, Safeguards and Balance 

 With Ofsted we lost professional voice in Government. A new Chief Education Officer position parallel to 

the Chief Medical Officer can rectify this, says Sir John Dunford (Whole Education) –page 43 

 Professor Angela McFarlane (College of Teachers) agrees, from a personal perspective, on the need for an 

Education Evidence Centre as a valuable sister organisation to the College of Teaching –page 45 

 Embedded reform will not happen without a systematic approach to teacher policy and engagement from 

teacher unions, advices John Bangs (Education International) –page 51 

 Management within education is lagging behind other sectors. The message from Emma Knights (National 

Government Association) is that it’s not all about sticks, but carrots too –page 54 

 

SESSION 4: How might Politics in Education Evolve? 

 Deregulation while valuing test data from the oldest Students and basing inspections on suspect data, 

leads to system withering, cautions Professor Mick Waters –page 66 

 Jonathan Simons (Policy Exchange) invites us to see disillusionment with Government as a symptom of its 

success; the only thing worse than politics in education is politics not in education –page 69 

 Labour Shadow Minister for Schools, Nic Dakin MP, praises schools for their ability to deliver what they are 

asked, though there’s risk and tension when things that matter aren’t measured –page 72 

 

 



 

PANEL DEBATES SESSION 3 HIGHLIGHT: What bad idea would you abandon?   

 

Allan Foulds (ASCL):  I’d get rid of plans for Key Stage 2 re-tests in Year 7. 

Mary Bousted (ATL):  The pace and scale of qualification reform puts huge pressure on schools. The way 

specifications are coming through show Ofqual lack understanding of schools. 

John Dunford: Decoupling AS from A Level will be very, very damaging, particularly to disadvantaged kids. 

The EBacc is also a lousy idea.  I would put in place something close to the Tomlinson 14-

19 recommendations. 

Angela McFarlane: Speaking personally, nothing to do with the College, I think it's a very bad idea that there 

isn’t a required and recognised entry qualification for teaching. 

John Bangs:   I’d get rid of Ofsted because it’s a bad system according to the OECD. 

Emma Knights:  The current Education Bill needs a serious rethink because it’s yet another layer of 

accountability which is going to be very, very crude. 

 

– question from Steven Cox (Sirus Educational) page 61 

 

 

PANEL DEBATES SESSION 4 HIGHLIGHT: What’s the biggest specific positive change you’d like to see in education 

over the next 15 years? 

 

Mark Anderson (Pearson): A period of stability, predictability and absence of change. 

Henry Stewart (LSN): It’s about learning, not teaching and finding talent, strength and ability in every student to 

have a culture of joy and enthusiasm.  

Mick Waters: We could turn Ofsted into an organisation that just looks at whether a school is good 

enough or not. That’s it. 

Jonathan Simons: My very unthinktanky suggestion is to celebrate stability, meaning we can talk about small 

changes instead of big ones.   

Nic Dakin: Over the last ten years the biggest drivers of change have been technology and young 

people themselves.  Looking forward I hope for more interaction with the workplace, 

which I think has been lost. 

Laura McInerney: We know from economic experiments that when people have to sit in the same room and 

account for their decisions with the people who are affected by them, they make better 

and fairer decisions. More transparency.  

 

– question from Leah K Stewart (Beyond the Box Education) page 81 

 

 

 

 

 


